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Learning Outcomes
After attending the ONSF personal 
statement workshop series, students will 
be able to: 

◦ define the personal statement;
◦ identify personal statement do’s and 

don’ts;
◦ identify one writing process to construct 

a personal statement; and 
◦ start writing a personal statement. 



Why write a personal statement?
Who’s in the room
Means, purpose, method, audience constantly changing factors

Two types: 
1. The general, comprehensive personal statement:
This allows you maximum freedom in terms of what you write and is the type of statement often 
prepared for standard medical or law school application forms.
2. The response to very specific questions:
Often, business and graduate school applications ask specific questions, and your statement should 
respond specifically to the question being asked. Applications for national awards commonly ask 
specific questions or suggest inclusion of specific information.
(Source: Purdue OWL)



What is a personal statement?

A written document including 
aspects of your ambitions, life 
experience, characteristics, 
and values. It should 
especially connect these 
things to the purpose of the 
thing you are applying to/for. 
What are some of these things?

A place to showcase your 
passions, accomplishments, 
ambition, and creativity.

An indication of your 
priorities and judgement.

A document written for a 
very specific audience. They 
will not know you, this 
document should invite them 
to learn about you, should 
excite them to how this 
relationship makes sense

An ongoing conversation. It is 
not completed in one draft.



AUDIENCE and The READER
Imagine the reader: they’re professionals. They have read 
hundreds of applications this year and in years past. 

◦ “They distinguish easily between the sincere and the insincere, 
the truth and the puffery, the carefully prepared and the hastily 
prepared, the substantive and the superficial. Don't try to guess 
what they want to read. Just write honestly, simply, and clearly 
about yourself and your aspirations.” (Truman Scholarship 
website)

If you take nothing else from this workshop, take this: Consider 
your audience. 

◦ Understanding who you are writing to/for will help you in any task you have 
ahead: classes, resume writing, personal statements, academic publishing, 
professional writing, email, social media, holiday cards… 



A Personal Statement is not:
- An academic paper

- A list of accomplishments that reads like a resume

- A personal narrative that reads like a diary

- A justification of “why you deserve this” 

- A document written to try to “sound like” what you expect the committee to want



Do and Don’t:
Do:

Be yourself, be authentic

Make it interesting – find that hook

Engage the reader, let them see who you are 

Answer the prompt, use examples and specifics 

“Be bold but not unrealistically ambitious” (Truman)

Be thoughtful; it will show if you have not truly 
considered your reasoning or purpose for applying

Have it reviewed and read! Enlist professors, ONSF, 
Writing Studio, peers

Read your work aloud – it is THE MOST HELPFUL step

Don’t:
◦ Repeat yourself
◦ Overstate accomplishments
◦ Use famous quotations
◦ Use overly flowery or overly academic language; 

this is not an academic paper
◦ Be overly casual either
◦ Write only to the word limit and stop – in fact, 

when drafting, don’t worry about the word limit 
at all

◦ Procrastinate 
◦ Be afraid to ask for feedback



Deconstructing 
an example
Critical Language Scholarship



Writing Process
There are many different processes 
for composing

Try out different methods to see 
what works best for you


